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Stakeholders perceive the freight transportation system asbusiness 

transactions in motion since these economic activities are turned 

intophysical movements of goods (Holguín-Veras and Jaller, 2014).  All this 

flow of activities needs to bestored. 

Indeed, raw materials, work-in-process (WIP), or finished goods arestored for 

a specific purpose and at a particular time for a certain time. There are some

benefits to use a warehouse as it can enable clients to get theproduct 

quickly depending on needs (Kay, 2015). However, for some clients, 

warehousing can be perceived as a limitation of business features compared 

todistributions method which offers dynamic storage by providing a myriad 

ofservices for clients, whether those are external or internal 

companydepartments and functions.  In my current client-company which is 

a medical device startup, we are building a preterm infant device. 

The HQ is based in California while the cleanroom and the R&Dfacilities are 

located in the Republic of Serbia. This information means thatour suppliers 

that are in the US market have to ship our purchases overseas. Given all 

these requirements, my client had to figure out how to export thegoods at 

the lowest cost. 

The trade of components leads companies like my client to faceboth 

logistical and abstract challenges at each level of the supply chainprocess. 

The only way to correctly evaluate this risk is to use logisticsplayers with the 

aim to mitigate the risk of having an expensive cost that hitsthe final output 

cost.  After assessing the market and the different existing optionsthat the 

logistics industry can offer, we have decided to use a warehousing 
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anddistribution service rather than a third-party logistics (3PL) as 

theselogistic operations provide extra services that my client does not need. 

Theseservices are obviously costly. Also, we have chosen Florida as a 

strategiclocation for the winter supply operation as the weather likely will not

impactthe delivery. 

Mangos (2017) in an article of Inbound logistics explained thatFlorida is an 

undeniable practical hub and choice for many clients as theweather, the 

localization, the infrastructure bring value for making adecision. Moreover, 

after conducting a cost analysis, we have determined thatworking with 

suppliers that have warehousing and facilities on the East Coastand the 

same coast of the warehouse will offer significant and substantialsavings. 

Therefore, this decision also enables to mitigate the risk ofdisruption due to 

weather issues that are affecting ground transportationduring the winter 

season. Then, it is essential to consider these risksimpacted by the climate 

change as the pattern is probably no better than it wasand could be worse 

shortly. Besides, freight transport will be affected andlead to changes in 

generalized costs of transportation (Koeste, Rietveld, 2009). 

This fact does not only concern international shipping but alsothe local US 

one as we have seen with the event of the Hurricane Sandy in 2012while 

many airports, ports, and ground operations were affected by the forcesof 

the hurricane. Although some innovative solution can better improve to 

avoiddangerous road by rerouting the goods, the challenge for logistics 

players isenormous and choosing warehousing and distribution facilities that 

are near themanufacturing operation remain a reasonable solution (Fialkoff 

et al. 2016). 
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